In this paper we examine dynamic load sharing in limited access distributed systems.
The Approximate Solution
We use the following notation in the solving for the approximate mean waiting time of a job.
; is the probability that a cluster has i servers idle
b is the probability that both clusters accessible to a given source are busy; in other words the source is 'blocked'.
qi denotes the probability of there being i, i~O, jobs in the queue of a source, given that the source is blocked.
Finally, W, the object of our search is the :~verage waiting time of a job. Note that we assume independence of non-adjacent clusters; the probability of a busy cluster by our notation is~o.
Let f;, f{ and f~be the probabilities that the cluster is busy in cases 1,2 and 3 respectively. Then the total probability that a cluster is busy is given by ?0 = f;f; + Zfo(l -fo).fl? + (1 -fo)2f;
We now give an expression for to,the probability that a source has O jobs in its queue, given that a cluster that it can access is blocked.
Let us denote the two clusters that the source has access to by u and v. Let cluster u be busy. Consider now cluster v; if cluster v is free then to must be 1.
If cluster
v is busy then to equals go. Let p. lu be the probability that v is busy, given that u is busy. Then,
Cluster v has two clusters adjacent to it, one of which is u; let the other be w. Now the event, cluster w is busy, is independent of u being busy (by our im dependence assumption) and has a probability equal to to. Conditioning and unconditioning on the state of w we get P"!" = fof; +(1 -fo)ff (.
We must find b, the probability that a source is 
The solution for the cluster processes, &, f~and fl can easily be derived (in terms of A, m and qO).
We have a set of non linear simultaneous equations.
We system which has sd = 8. The ring system shown has sd = 4 and the M/M/2 system has sd = 2.
We now extract another topological parameter which we call 'diversity'. A source x is a neighbour of a source y, if both z and y have access to some server s. Let n$ be the number of neighbors of source s that, have access to at least one server that is not iiccessible to the given source s. We define the diversity of the topology to be the ratio of n, to rd, noticing that, n$ is the same for all sources in the network and rd is the resource degree. 
